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Abstract: In this work, we present first-principles density functional studies of the dynamical properties
of three nanoheterostructure interfaces of poly(9-vinylcarbazole)/fullerene (PVK/C60): PVK/C60(α),
PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ). Linear response within density functional perturbation theory (DFPT),
as implemented in the Quantum Espresso code, has been employed to explore the nature of permittivity,
Born effective charges, polarizabilities, and vibrational frequency modes. The vibrational frequencies
for the three nanoheterostructure interfaces were computed and their modes assigned. The phonon
modes were also classiﬁed, and we showed that some important frequency modes are associated with
C-C, CH2, and C−N stretching modes, among others. In addition, computed values of polarizability and
permittivity for the nanoheterostructures were seen to have comparable values to that of literature for
conjugated polymers. Conspicuous differing characteristics were noticed in the computed infrared and
Raman absorption spectra for the three nanoheterostructures, which was due to the structural differences
arising from their different stacking patterns. It is noted that the presence of the nitrogen atom plays a
significant role in determining their dynamical lattice properties. The permittivity and polarizability
tensors of PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructures were found to be strongly
anisotropic.
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1. Introduction
In recent times conjugated polymers have drawn appreciable attention in basic and
applied research due to the appreciable level of conductivity in doped polymers [1,2].
Moreover, a substantial amount of scientific efforts and resources have been focused on gaining
a thorough insight into the family of conjugated polymers' electronic and dynamical properties.
Fortunately, these materials are handy to synthesize, and above all, they possess suitable
environmental and thermal stability [3]. Additionally, these materials possess high formability
rendering them pliable in device fabrication because it presents the possibility of different
doping levels, which permit the opportunity to tune their electrical and optical properties.
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Presumably, the myriad range of controllable optoelectronic properties, coupled with high
stability, render them promising potential applications in biomechanics, nanoelectronics,
nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS), spintronics, optoelectronics, and photonic devices
manufacturing industry in addition to biosensors [4], batteries [5] and ﬁeld effect transistors
[6-8]. Essentially, both experimental and theoretical investigations of the dynamical properties
of conjugated polymers play a leading role in appreciating the structural and microscopic
optoelectronic properties of the materials in various phases in the pristine and in the doped
states [9,10]. Unfortunately, it is often the case that information obtained by diverse techniques
on these conjugated polymers has rarely been consistent [11]. Even though there have been
numerous studies of the electronic and dynamical properties of conjugated polymers, a
consensus on the vibrational modes' assignment is absent in the literature.
It was found that experimental infrared mode frequencies have been published for some
classes of conjugated polymers [12-14]. However, these sources failed to assign most of the
observed modes [13], with only one assigning the fundamental modes [14]. In Ref. [15], using
a harmonic potential with parameters transferred from other molecules, the vibrational modes
of a number of conjugated polymers have been calculated, which appear to be in good
agreement with previously published data. Besides these results, there is a lack of
comprehensive studies concerning the materials' dynamical properties, notably the dynamical
anisotropy. Admissibly, ﬁrst principles calculations are the sure route to these crossover
domains, but they are computationally excessively huge and demanding. Consequently, the
calculations of dynamical properties are often the average values calculated from the trace of
the dynamical tensors or the arithmetic average of the three principal components of the tensors
[16,17], while ignoring the anisotropy information. Notwithstanding, some level of progress
has been attained in grasping the anisotropy of the polarizability for a handful of molecules and
some scanty molecular crystals [18-21]. Likewise, the same is true for some of the routine
molecules [22]. An ab initio dynamics study has been carried out on the pristine poly-paraphenylene vinylene (PPV) polymer, recently revealing some novel properties of these
conjugated polymers [23].
In this study, we present the results of ﬁrst-principles investigation of the dynamical
properties of the conducting polymer nanoheterostructure interfaces, PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β),
and PVK/C60(γ). First of all, we examined various ground state electronic properties of
PVK/C60 nanoheterostructures, followed by the vibrational properties of these conducting
nanoheterostructure interfaces. Furthermore, the calculations of electric ﬁeld response and
Born effective charges were explored to gain insight into other related properties of these
nanoheterostructures.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Computational technique.

An ab initio calculation within the density functional theory (DFT) formalism using
plane-wave basis sets implemented in Quantum Espresso code [24,25] is employed to model
new classes of PVK/C60 nanoheterostructures. The generalized gradient approximation in the
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) scheme and the Grimme van der Waals (vdW)
dispersion correction to account for the adverse effects of dispersion forces as proposed by
Tkatchenko and Scheffler (TS method). We used the ultrasoft pseudopotentials [26] in
describing the interactions between the ions and electrons with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
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exchange-correlation functional [27]. The Methfessel-Paxton smearing technique was used for
smearing the occupation numbers with Gaussian broadening of up to 0.001 Ry [28]. A plane
wave energy cutoff of 30 Ryd is used after testing with periodic boundary conditions applied.
Our supercell was oriented along with the z-axis and unit cell geometry with a vacuum space
of 15 Å thick in both x- and y-directions were allowed to ensure negligible interactions between
the supercell and its periodic images. The structure was optimized with Broyden-Fletcher
Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method [29]. Next, we sampled with a Γ-centred 5x1x1 MonkhorstPack scheme [30] and a k-point grid followed by ﬁne 9x1x1 grids non-self-consistent field
calculations. The latter was carried out to determine quantized energy levels and Fermi energy
for band structure calculations in the Gamma-Z direction along the supercell axis, charge
density analysis, and the density of electronic states (DOS), and partial density of electronic
states (PDOS) computations.
Density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) calculations were employed in infrared
intensity and Raman vibrational mode analysis. Since during the time of our calculations, the
phonon code with ultrasoft pseudopotential (USPP) is not yet available. The third-order
derivatives for norm-conserving pseudopotential (NCPP) are not yet implemented with GGA,
we used the norm-conserving pseudopotential (NCPP) and the local density approximation
(LDA) in our first principles Raman and infrared spectral calculations and analysis.
Calculations and analysis of states' phonon density (DOS) and phonon projected density of
state (PDOS) were equally carried out. We performed a self-consistent field ground-state
calculation for the equilibrium structure molecule using the standard plane-wave program.
Optical absorption spectra are computed by time-dependent density functional perturbation
theory (TDDFPT) using the Liouville-Lanczos approach [31,32]. In this case, the k-point
sampling is restricted to Γ-point only.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structural properties of the nanoheterostructures.

Figure 1 illustrates the structures and different conﬁgurations of the
nanoheterostructures investigated in this work. As shown in figure 1(α), the ﬁve-membered
ring of C60, and the π-conjugate plane of PVK is modeled considering a parallel configuration.
The six-membered ring of C60 and the π-conjugate plane of PVK modeled in a parallel
arrangement is also shown in figure 1(β). In the third configuration, the six-membered ring of
C60 is constructed to face the nitrogen-containing ring of PVK, Figure 1(γ).
The structural stability of the PVK/C60 nanoheterostructures are evaluated by
calculating the formation energy for each of the described configurations to determine the most
energetically favorable stacking structure using equation (1) below [33]:
ΔE = ECHN – NCEC – NHEH – NNEN
(1),
where ECHN is the total energy of the ground state of the corresponding nanoheterostructure
modeled. EC is the total energy of carbon in its ground state (graphite), NC is the number of
carbon atoms in the nanoheterostructure. EH is the total energy of the ground state of H, NH is
the number of hydrogen atoms, EN is the total energy of the ground state of N and NN is the
number of nitrogen atoms in the nanoheterostructure modeled.
The calculated formation energies per atom for each of the nanoheterostructures is
tabulated in Table 1. It is observed that all of the new nanoheterostructure modeled have
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negative formation energies per atom, indicating that these new structures are
thermodynamically stable.
To gain further insight into the new structures, we calculate the formation energy per
atom for C60 and the formation energy per atom for PVK separately and found their values to
be − 5.263 eV and − 6.486 eV, respectively, which are much larger than the formation energies
per atom in Table 1 for each of the newly designed nanoheterostructures in this present study.
This shows that the new nanoheterostructures are more stable and thermodynamically
favorable in comparison to the individual compounds.

(𝛂)
(𝛃)
(𝛄)
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of different stacking patterns of the PVK/C60 nanoheterostructure composite
models for: (α) a ﬁve-membered ring of C60 and the π-conjugate plane of PVK arranged in parallel, (β) a sixmembered ring of C60 and the π-conjugate plane of PVK arranged in parallel, (γ) six-membered ring of C60
facing the nitrogen-containing ring of PVK. A separation distance of ~ 3.38 Å was kept between PVK and C60 in
all cases throughout.

Table 1. Formation Energy Per Atom Calculated Using Equation 1.
Model type
PVK/C60(𝛂)
PVK/C60(𝛃)
PVK/C60(𝛄)

Formation Energy (eV)
- 8.106
- 8.492
- 9.114

Furthermore, our calculations reveal that in the nanoheterostructure model in which the
six-membered ring of C60 faces the nitrogen-containing ring of PVK, PVK/C60(γ), is the most
favored and the most stable as compared to the other two conﬁgurations in which the ﬁvemembered ring of C60 and the π-conjugate plane of PVK are arranged in parallel and the case
in which the six-membered ring of C60 and the π-conjugate plane of PVK are arranged in
parallel, PVK/C60(α) and PVK/C60(β) respectively.
As a result of the stacking patterns in the PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ)
configurations, the three structures are found to shrink accordingly as shown in table 2. The
values of the energy differences E0(eV) of the simulated nanoheterostructures show progressive
stability from stable to most stable nanoheterostructure, respectively.
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Table 2. Optimized Lattice Parameters a(Å), b(Å), c(Å), Energy gap Eg(eV), energy difference E0(eV) of
different nanoheterostructures.
Model type
PVK/C60(𝛂)
PVK/C60(𝛃)
PVK/C60(𝛄)

a(Å)
12.328
9.277
9.131

b(Å)
9.350
11.505
12.113

c(Å)
9.458
9.294
9.067

Eg(eV)
1.276
1.117
0.893

E0(eV)
46.704
6.192
0.000

Among the three nanoheterostructure conﬁgurations investigated, it is observed that the
C−C bonds and C−N bonds exhibit slightly smaller bond lengths in the PVK/C60(α) and
PVK/C60(γ) conﬁgurations with respective to the bond lengths of 1.406 Å, 1.403 Å, and 1.392
Å, 1.393 Å as compare to that in the PVK/C60(β) conﬁguration having bond lengths of 1.408
Å and 1.394 Å, (see table 3).
Table 3. Optimized N–C, C–C & C–H Bond Lengths(Å) of the Modelled Nanoheterostructures.
Model type
PVK/C60(𝛂)
PVK/C60(𝛃)
PVK/C60(𝛄)

Bond Length (Å)
N–C
C–C
C–H
1.406
1.392
1.085
1.408
1.394
1.086
1.403
1.393
1.086

This indicates stronger intra-chain interactions in these two nanoheterostructure
conﬁgurations. In fact, shorter bond lengths and consequently stronger bonds are found to be
indicative of more stability of the nanoheterostructures. As a result, N−C bonds are found to
be more stiﬀer in PVK/C60(α) and PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructures than in the PVK/C60(β)
nanoheterostructure, which gives rise to their stability and rigid nature.
Relative to the adsorption distance of 3.383 Å, we calculate the adsorption energies,
𝐸𝑎𝑑 , for the PVK/C60 nanoheterostructures to be -2.235, -1.485, and -1.003 eV respectively.
The adsorption energies, 𝐸𝑎𝑑 , are determined from the relation:
𝐸𝑎𝑑 = (𝐸𝑃𝑉𝐾/𝐶60 − 𝐸𝑃𝑉𝐾 − 𝐸𝐶60 )
(2)
where 𝐸𝑃𝑉𝐾/𝐶60 , 𝐸𝑃𝑉𝐾 , 𝐸𝐶60 represent the total ground-state energy of the PVK/C60 composite,
the total energy of PVK, the total energy of C60, respectively. Quantum Espresso code reports
the value of dispersion contribution to total energy for every step during the geometry
optimization process. Accordingly, the dispersion contribution to adsorption energy is
determined using Equation 2 above by replacing the terms on the right-hand side with the
dispersion contribution quantities for each structure's converged geometry.
3.2. Electronic properties of the nanoheterostructures.

The electronic band structures at high-symmetry k-points for PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β),
and PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructures are shown in Figure 2. The calculated band gaps for the
different PVK/C60 nanoheterostructure stacking, Figures 2 (a, b & c), are 1.276 eV, 1.117 eV,
and 0.893 eV, respectively.
Since GGA calculations tend to underestimate the energy band-gap of materials, there
is a possibility that our currently calculated band-gap energies may not be exact in comparison
to the experimental value. However, this difference may not be too significant, but the origin
could be attributed to the DFT formalism's inherent problem. The band-gap occurs due to
mixed hybridization of N and H's valence states with that of C atoms in the respective
nanoheterostructures. The calculated band gap values, along with the optimized lattice
parameters and other structural values of all three model types, are presented in Table 2.
https://biointerfaceresearch.com/
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Upon further analysis of the electronic band structure plots, Figures 2(a, b & c), it is
found out that these nanoheterostructures are narrow and direct band-gap materials with bandgap values of 1.276, 1.117, and 0.893 eV, with the valance band and conduction band located
at the high-symmetry k-points. This makes it a good candidate for photo-physical applications
because it is a preferred material for the fabrication of optoelectronic devices. These new
materials have tunable band-gap and may have applications in various ﬁelds and are promising
candidates to facilitate band-gap engineering development for applications in infrared
optoelectronics, nanoelectronics, and nano-optics. By matching the band structures of C60 and
PVK with the newly modeled nanoheterostructures it is revealed that the new bands are formed
due to the hybridization of the N-p and C-p orbital states in the new proposed
nanoheterostructures.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Calculated band structures at high-symmetry k-points of the PVK/C60 nanoheterostructure interfaces
with fermi energy level set at zero for: (a) PVK/C60(α), (b) PVK/C60(β), (c) PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructure
interfaces respectively.
https://biointerfaceresearch.com/
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We further analyze the nature of interactions and origin of energy gaps in these
nanoheterostructures by way of plotting the electronic DOS, total DOS (t-DOS), and partial
DOS (p-DOS) of the individual PVK/C60 nanoheterostructures in Figures 3, 4, and 5
respectively. For comparison, the Fermi energy, EF, the level was set as zero on the energy
scale of the energy band-gap, Eg, between the occupied atomic orbitals and the empty atomic
bands and the same for the DOS, which is shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. The total and partial
electron density of states (t-DOS and p-DOS) plainly reveal that the portion of DOS below -4
eV is due to N and C atoms even though a larger proportion of the contributions is coming
from N atoms only. The central portion, which is above -4 eV, is due to the contributions from
N and C atoms and the contribution of H atoms. Figures 3 and 4 show only positive
contributions to the total and partial density of electrons' states for the PVK/C60
nanoheterostructure stackings.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Electronic density of states (DOS) for the PVK/C60 nanoheterostructure interface with fermi energy
level set at zero for (a) PVK/C60(𝛂), (b) PVK/C60(𝛃), (c) PVK/C60(𝛄) nanoheterostructure interfaces
respectively.

Upon the visualization of the atomic orbitals, we note that the DOS near the energy
gaps is essential of pz electronic character manifestations of the anti-bonding and bonding of N
atoms hybridizing with pz states of carbon atoms. From the p-DOS shown in Figure 5, it can
be seen that the s- and p-orbitals of carbon and also p-orbitals of nitrogen are the dominant
class of contributors to the valence bands and conduction band, i.e., both tops of filled bands
and the bottom of unoccupied bands are influenced by s- and p-orbital states of carbon and
nitrogen atoms resulting in the non-covalent π-stacking in PVK/C60 nanoheterostructure
stackings as seen in Figures 1(a, b & c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Electronic density of states (t-DOS) for the PVK/C60 nanoheterostructure interface with fermi energy
level set at zero for (a) PVK/C60(α), (b) PVK/C60(β), and (c) PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructure interfaces
respectively.
(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Partial density of states (p-DOS) for the PVK/C60 nanoheterostructure interface with fermi energy
level set at zero for (a) PVK/C60(α), (b) PVK/C60(β), and (c) PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructure interfaces
respectively.
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3.3. Phonon mode analysis, vibrational and optical properties.

Calculations of vibrational properties of materials from their electronic structures are
extremely important goals for materials modeling. Many physical properties of materials
depend on their lattice-dynamical behavior; for example, speciﬁc heats, thermal expansion, and
heat conduction are worth mentioning. Specifically, phenomena related to the electron-phonon
interaction, such as the resistivity of metals, superconductivity, and optical spectra's
temperature dependence, are just a few of them. Above all, vibrational spectroscopy is a very
important tool for the characterization of materials. Vibrational frequencies are consistently
and accurately measured using infrared and Raman spectroscopy and inelastic neutron
scattering. The resulting vibrational spectra are a sensitive probe of the local bonding and
chemical structure. Accurate calculations of frequencies and displacement patterns can thus
yield a wealth of information on the atomic and electronic structure of materials. In this section,
we first study phonon modes. Next, we investigate the origin of enhancement in polarizability
in the PVK/C60 nanoheterostructure interfaces by studying their vibrational and optical
properties. Non-covalent functionalization of PVK-C60 through π-π and π-H bonds could be a
source of charge transfer activity in the nanoheterostructure. The density functional
perturbation theory (DFPT) is employed to study the structure, optical phonon modes, and
dielectric properties for PVK, C60, and PVK/C60 nanoheterostructure interfaces at ambient
pressure. To calculate the Born effective charges and high-frequency dielectric tensors
accurately, we utilize two sum rules to monitor this calculation.
3.3.1. Vibrational properties.
3.3.1.1. Phonon dispersions/vibrational analysis.

Figures 6(a – e) show the ﬁrst-principles calculated phonon dispersions/vibrational
frequency curves for PVK, C60, PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ)
nanoheterostructure interfaces, respectively, along with high-symmetry points of the Brillouin
zone (BZ). All the figures show that the phonon dispersions/vibrational curves for the three
nanoheterostructure interfaces in the whole Brillouin zone are positive (stable phonon modes)
and in good agreement with experimental predictions [34]. It can be seen from Figures 6(c – e)
that the highest phonon branches resulting from atomic vibrations are well separated from the
other phonon branches. The upper branches of the highest phonon branches are dispersionless
or ﬂat mostly along with Γ-N, Q-L, and Y-X directions. In contrast, the lower branches of the
lowest phonon branches are dispersive. Far below the gap region, all of the optical branches
due to atomic vibrations are dispersive. The calculated phonon dispersions along the highsymmetry lines L–Y–X have been added to illustrate phonon states' whole dispersion in the
Brillouin zone (BZ). The low-frequency region branches are the transverse acoustic (TA) and
longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes that belong to vibrations of the C atoms. The other branches
are optical modes with higher frequencies associated with lattice vibrations of N atoms.
In Figures 7(a – e) we present computed phonon density of states (DOS) for (a) PVK,
(b) C60, (c) PVK/C60(α), (d) PVK/C60(β), (e) PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructure interfaces
respectively. Also, Figures 8(a – e) depicted computed partial phonon density of states (PDOS)
for (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c) PVK/C60(α), (d) PVK/C60(β), (e) PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructure
interfaces respectively under investigation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6. Phonon dispersions/vibrational frequencies for (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c) PVK/C60(𝛂), (d) PVK/C60(𝛃), (e)
PVK/C60(𝛄) nanoheterostructure interfaces respectively.

From Figures 8 (c, d, and e), it can be seen clearly that there are high-intensity peaks at
frequencies 860, 900, and 1000 cm-1. Among the several Raman active vibrational modes for
carbon atoms, we can attribute these to vibrational modes at radial breathing modes (RBM). At
these frequencies, we can infer that the system is vibrating at its maximum peaks. Again, from
these figures, it can be seen that the most important (carbon atoms) nanotube modes, the Dand G-bands occur at around 1360 cm-1 and 1600cm-1, respectively.
It can be seen from Figures 8(c, d, and e) that the PDOS do not extend into the negative
range of the spectrum. Suppose the PDOS extends into the negative range. In that case, this
may mean that negative frequencies are computed in the irreducible Brillouin zone. In the DOS
computation, we need the phonon frequencies in the entire irreducible Brillouin zone. These
negative or imaginary phonon frequencies at the Brillouin zone center correspond to acoustic
phonon modes or translational vibrations. It is highly probable that these are just numerical
noise, and these are pure acoustic modes that should have zero frequencies. But we have
numerical noise, which is inevitable with minimization methods used to compute phonons
https://biointerfaceresearch.com/
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since the minimization is never perfect. They may occur from the numerical errors arising
during the diagonalization of the dynamical matrix. The results we have obtained from this
section have demonstrated that calculations from ﬁrst principles can be employed in predicting
the phonon dispersion modes in agreement with the experiment.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 7. Phonon density of states (DOS) for (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c) PVK/C60(α), (d) PVK/C60(β), (e) PVK/C60(γ)
nanoheterostructure interfaces respectively.

3.3.2. Calculated infrared and Raman analysis.
3.3.2.1. Infrared analysis.

Figures 9 (a – e) show the vibrational properties, infrared spectra (IR) of (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c)
PVK/C60(α), (d) PVK/C60(β), (e) PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructure interfaces respectively.
Observations from Figures 9 (c, d, and e) reveal a significant modification in the movement of
the PVK vibrational peaks when the C60 is included. As can be seen from Figures 9 (c, d, and
e), the calculated IR spectra for PVK without the fullerene, Figure 9(a), and the calculated IR
spectra for PVK with the fullerene, Figures 9 (c, d, and e) are different, so this confirms
https://biointerfaceresearch.com/
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interactions involving carbon atoms and charge transfer occurring between PVK matrix and
the C60. The infrared spectra of the composite structure reveal bands are appearing at different
frequencies in the spectrum.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 8. Phonon partial density of states (PDOS) for (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c) PVK/C60(𝛂), (d) PVK/C60(𝛃), (e)
PVK/C60(𝛄) nanoheterostructure interfaces respectively.

It is evident from the calculated infrared spectrum of the PVK/C60 composite in Figures
9 (c, d, and e) that D- and G-bands appeared at 1350 cm-1 and 1700 cm-1, respectively. The
appearance of these bands in the infrared spectra is attributed to C-C and C=C's vibrations of
carbon atoms in C60 and PVK, which is an indication of non-covalent interaction of C60 with
the PVK matrix. The intensity bands observed in Figures 9 (c, d, and e) at 780, 1025, 1220,
1400, and 1650 cm-1 correspond respectively to the stretching vibrations of C=C in the aliphatic
chain, C–C stretching, C-N stretching in PVK, CH2 deformation of vinylene group,
antisymmetric C=C stretching of CH2 in PVK and vibration of C=C of carbon nanosphere [34].
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Table 4. The calculated phonon modes (in cm-1) and assignments of the three nanoheterostructure interfaces
PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ) at the Γ-point in this work.
This work
Expt. [34]
–
720
740
780
1025
1122
1155
1220
1400
1481
1596
1650
–

PVK/C60(𝛂)
691.12
722.20
740.10
780.00
1020.14
1100.54
1153.00
1236.68
1398.56
–
1593.65
1670.22
1750.23

PVK/C60(𝛃)
689.02
720.56
740.33
784.00
1010.77
1122.23
1155.31
1222.76
1400.70
1480.00
1578.52
1649.13
1752.01

Assignment

PVK/C60(𝛄)
699.00
724.00
745.00
780.67
1012.38
1167.00
1235.02
1239.58
1435.00
1497.19
1603.31
1671.14
1753.39

aliphatic C=C and alkyl groups
aliphatic C=C and alkyl groups
stretching C=C aliphatic
stretching C-C
C-H of aromatic ring
C-H of aromatic ring
C-N stretching of PVK
CH2 deform. of vinyl of PVK
ant. C=C stretching of PVK
CH2 stretching of PVK
vibration of C=C of nanosphere

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 9. Calculated infrared spectra for (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c) PVK/C60(α), (d) PVK/C60(β), (e) PVK/C60(γ)
nanoheterostructure interfaces, respectively.
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3.3.2.2. Raman analysis.
The donor character of these functional groups and the presence of C60, which are electron
acceptor units, are responsible for the above phenomena. The infrared analysis spectra in this work
within the spectral range, 0 cm-1 to 1900 cm-1, thereabout, is in close agreement with experimental
results [36,37]. Nonetheless, there are some disagreements between the calculated and experimental
results in the range of 2800 cm-1 and above at higher wavenumbers. At these higher frequencies,
hydrogen stretching modes, which are very anharmonic, are anticipated. These phenomena normally
may be a major cause, so that the calculations may overestimate these by many discrepancies. We
speculate that this could also be due to the low polymer chain length used in this work, but this could
match with experimental values at higher polymer chain lengths.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 10. Calculated Raman spectra for (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c) PVK/C60(α), (d) PVK/C60(β), (e) PVK/C60(γ)
nanoheterostructure interfaces, respectively.
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Table 5. The calculated phonon modes (in cm-1) and assignments of the three nanoheterostructure interfaces
PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ) at the Γ-point in this work.
This work
Expt. [34,35]
–
–
724
1004
1022
1129
1235
1320
1452
1495
1578
1626
–

PVK/C60(𝛂)
291.12
422.20
722.10
1010.00
1020.00
1130.00
1238.00
1320.21
–
–
1597.00
1620.22
1653.02

PVK/C60(𝛃)
251.02
431.00
724.00
1004.00
1022.00
1165.66
–
1370.60
1452.00
1495.00
1598.00
1630.00
1702.01

PVK/C60(𝛄)
299.00
434.00
725.00
–
1022.00
1167.00
1235.02
1332.90
1435.00
1495.00
1593.05
1626.12
1653.01

Assignment
C-C deformation in polyvinylene
Benzene ring deformation
Rocking-Wagg. of methyl in polyvinylene
C-C stretching in PVK
Rocking of methyl in polyvinylene
Rocking-twisting of methylene
Wagging of methylene in polyvinyl
C-H deformation of benzene ring
C-H deform. in five-mem. ring
Stretching of five-member ring
C=C stretching in benzene ring
C-C stretching in benzene ring
C=C vibration in benzene ring

Figures 10 (a – e) show the vibrational properties, Raman spectra for (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c)
PVK/C60(α), (d) PVK/C60(β), (e) PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructure interfaces respectively. As seen in
Figures 10(c, d, and e), the intensity bands located at 724, 1022, 1320, and 1626 cm-1 are due to the
presence of rocking-wagging of methylene in polyvinylene, rocking of methylene in polyvinylene, CH deformation of a benzene ring and C-C stretching in benzene rings respectively [34,35]. The
calculated Raman intensity is a function of polarizability and symmetry. It authenticates the noncovalent π-stacking and orientation of PVK/C60 composite.
3.3.3. Optical properties
3.3.3.1. Calculated ultraviolet, optical absorption.
Figures 11(a – e) show calculated optical spectral absorption for (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c)
PVK/C60(α), (d) PVK/C60(β), (e) PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructure interfaces respectively. Figures 11(a,
b) show the absorption spectra for pristine PVK and C60. Figures 11(c – e) were the calculated
absorption spectra for the nanoheterostructures when the C60 was added. Figure 11(a) shows that there
are five intensity peaks located at 0.41, 0.45, 0.49, 0.51, and 0.53 Ryd. The most intense peak is located
at 0.41 Ryd. In Figure 11(b), we observed that there are distinctive absorption levels for each direction.
Comparing figure 11(b) with figure 11(c), it is observed that on the addition of the C60, absorption in
the Y-direction exceeds absorption in the Z-direction. Also, from figure 11(b), it is observed that
absorptions in X-, Y- and Z- directions are almost the same as that of Y- slightly above them. From
figure (e), X-direction has the least absorption, with the absorption in the Y- direction exceeding
absorption in the Z- direction. This observation is an indication of charge transfer processes occurring
between the C60 and PVK.
3.3.3.2. Electric ﬁeld response.
By virtue of perturbation theory, whenever an electric ﬁeld is applied to a polymer system, the
dipole moment's change can always be written as a power series. In that instance, the polarizability
tensor can be directly evaluated by ﬁnding the second-order derivatives of the total energy, which we
obtain in this work using linear response or density functional perturbation theory DFPT [38,39]. For
practical purposes, it is sufficient to know the ﬁrst-order changes in the charge density and potential in
order to evaluate the change in energy to the second order. It is important to mention here that the
electronic charge density's linear response gives the ﬁrst-order variation in the electronic density
induced by the external ﬁeld. The polarizability α and permittivity β for the three nanoheterostructure
interfaces have been calculated and discuss in the following sections.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 11. Calculated optical absorption spectra for (a) PVK, (b) C60, (c) PVK/C60(α), (d) PVK/C60(β), (e)
PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructure interfaces respectively.

3.3.3.3. Polarizability and permittivity.
The polarizability and permittivity tensor components calculated using DFPT are given in Table
6. From the Table, it is found that the major contribution to the average polymer polarizability α𝐷𝐹𝑃𝑇
𝑎𝑣
[= Tr (𝛼 )⁄3] is made by the component 𝛼𝑥𝑥 . For the three nanoheterostructure interfaces, the three
individual principal components are very similar to those of an isolated PPV chain [23], which may be
attributed to the similarity of the structures of PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ). Both
PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ) have the property that 𝛼𝑥𝑥 ≫ 𝛼𝑦𝑦 and 𝛼𝑧𝑧 ≈ 𝛼𝑦𝑦 . For the PVK/C60(α),
𝛼𝑧𝑧 ≫ 𝛼𝑥𝑥 and the component 𝛼𝑧𝑧 is equal to the component 𝛼𝑦𝑦 and are larger. From Table 6, the
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polarizabilities are strongly anisotropic with a relatively large response for an electric ﬁeld applied along
the y and z axes for PVK/C60(α) and x-axis for PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ).
Table 6. The calculated polarizabilities α𝐷𝐹𝑃𝑇 (in Å3 ) and permittivity β tensor components for PVK/C60(α),
PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ). α𝐷𝐹𝑃𝑇
and β𝑎𝑣 are Tr (𝛼)⁄3 and Tr (𝛽)⁄3 respectively.
𝑎𝑣
PVK/C60(𝛂)

PVK/C60(𝛃)

PVK/C60(𝛄)

115.32
2.35
-2.56
164.99
-8.74
0.02
179.42
4.62
-1.47

𝛂𝐷𝐹𝑃𝑇
2.35
138.87
2.69
-8.74
118.65
-4.48
4.62
143.98
-10.82

𝛂𝑫𝑭𝑷𝑻
𝒂𝒗
-2.56
2.69
138.87
0.02
-4.48
116.56
-1.47
-10.82
162.40

131.02

113.40

161.93

3.68
0.05
-0.06
5.52
-0.24
0.00
6.27
0.14
-0.04

𝛃
0.05
4.23
0.06
-0.24
4.25
-0.12
0.14
5.23
-0.32

𝛃𝒂𝒗
-0.06
0.06
4.23
0.00
-0.12
4.23
-0.04
-0.32
5.77

4.05

4.67

5.76

3.3.3.4. Calculated born effective charges.
Noticeably, 𝛼𝑥𝑥 for PVK/C60(α) is substantially smaller than for PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ).
Comparing, it is found that the values of α𝐷𝐹𝑃𝑇
for the three nanoheterostructures are in comparable
𝑎𝑣
agreement with available data for the principal diagonal polarizability of conjugated polymers in Ref.
[40,41]. The calculated permittivity values of all the nanoheterostructures from Table 6 also show strong
anisotropy, with β𝑧𝑧 ≫ β𝑥𝑥 for PVK/C60(α) and β𝑧𝑧 ≈ β𝑦𝑦 for the rest of them. The average
permittivity β𝑎𝑣 for PVK/C60(γ) is 5.76 compared to 4.05 for PVK/C60(α) and 4.67 for PVK/C60(β).
This phenomenon is comparable to that of PPV for an isolated polymer chain found in Ref. [23]. The
calculated values of β𝑎𝑣 agree reasonably well when compared with the available permittivity values
of polymers [37]. By matching the values of the permittivity tensors of the three nanoheterostructures,
it is evident that the local ﬁeld has a greater inﬂuence on the permittivity asymmetry of PVK/C 60(γ)
than that of PVK/C60(β). Considering PVK/C60(β), the principal components of the permittivity tensor
show less anisotropy than for PVK/C60(γ) with β𝑥𝑥 ≈ β𝑦𝑦 ≈ β𝑧𝑧 . This is a manifestation of the fact that
the different positions of the nitrogen atom in the various stacking patterns of the PVK/C 60
nanoheterostructure are relevant for the particular structure. In addition, the donor character of the
functional groups and the presence of C60, which are electron acceptor units, may also be contributors
to the above phenomena.
Table 7 depicts the Born effective charges of each atom in the three nanoheterostructure
interfaces. It is well known from the theory that Mulliken population charges are based on the KohnSham orbitals partition and provide information on the static electronic structures. On the contrary,
Born effective charges are dependent instead on the system's dynamics and amply furnish us with
information concerning the dynamical properties. Consequently, when a dynamic system is the subject
of concern, then the concepts of Born effective charges are most appropriate to apply. For this very
reason, in this work, we deem it prudent to resort to the latter approach.
We have found from our calculations that all the Born effective charges possess roughly the
same trend in value for the hydrogen atoms. The trend manifests that the electronic structure of each
hydrogen atom is similar in the three nanoheterostructure polymers. For carbon atoms, except for C3
and C7 in PVK/C60(β), the Born effective charges are also similar. A careful look at PVK/C60(α) reveals
there is some positive charge pile-up of 0.047 and 0.086 at the node atom C2 and 0.021, 0.232 for
PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ), respectively. The Born effective charges for C3 are 0.120 and for C4 are
0.032, 0.014 and 0.032, 0.251 in PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ) respectively. It is most
probable that due to the position of the nitrogen atom in the PVK/C60(α) stacking pattern, C7 has a much
less negative charge of -0.001 compare to its contemporaries C7 in PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ).
∗
Marked differences exist between the average Born effective charges, 𝑍𝑎𝑣
, of the nitrogen atoms -0.918,
-1.005, and -1.358 for PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ) respectively, based on the respective
stacking orientation.
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∗
Table 7. The calculated Born effective charges 𝑍𝛼𝛽
for the three nanoheterostructure interfaces PVK/C60(α),
∗
PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ). 𝑍𝑎𝑣
is the average of the principal components. All the values are in units of e.

PVK/C60(𝛂)

N1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12
H13

𝒁∗𝒙𝒙
-0.351
-0.442
-0.442
-0.328
-0.375
-0.152
-0.400
0.236
0.216
0.266
0.262
0.259
0.201

𝒁∗𝒚𝒚
-1.165
0.047
0.120
-0.009
-0.156
0.948
-0.263
0.101
0.027
0.105
0.032
-0.019
0.038

𝒁∗𝒛𝒛
-1.238
0.086
-0.290
0.032
0.086
-0.281
-0.001
0.007
0.030
0.000
0.266
0.144
0.065

PVK/C60(𝛃)
𝒁∗𝒂𝒗
-0.918
-0.103
-0.204
-0.102
-0.148
0.172
-0.221
0.115
0.091
0.124
0.176
0.128
0.101

𝒁∗𝒙𝒙
-1.306
0.021
-0.373
0.014
0.162
-0.076
-0.114
-0.005
0.115
-0.007
0.196
0.123
0.103

𝒁∗𝒚𝒚
-0.711
-0.252
-0.277
-0.283
-0.337
0.393
-0.450
0.263
0.214
0.373
0.158
0.227
0.172

𝒁∗𝒛𝒛
-0.999
-0.093
-0.106
-0.077
-0.174
0.674
-0.377
0.141
0.068
0.092
0.174
0.056
0.128

PVK/C60(𝛄)
𝒁∗𝒂𝒗
-1.005
-0.108
0.252
-0.115
-0.116
0.330
0.314
0.133
0.132
0.153
0.176
0.135
0.134

𝒁∗𝒙𝒙
-2.147
0.232
-0.137
0.032
-0.260
0.151
-0.204
0.085
0.089
-0.062
-0.036
0.089
0.028

𝒁∗𝒚𝒚
-0.942
-0.373
-0.372
-0.333
-0.063
0.197
-0.273
0.369
0.302
0.372
0.397
0.254
0.253

𝒁∗𝒛𝒛
-0.984
-0.110
-0.388
0.251
0.171
0.730
-0.064
0.085
-0.036
0.143
0.205
0.079
0.131

𝒁∗𝒂𝒗
-1.358
-0.084
-0.299
-0.017
-0.051
0.359
-0.180
0.180
0.118
0.151
0.189
0.141
0.137

To gain an insight into the reasons for the discrepancies, we deem it prudent to make a one-onone comparison among the average Born significant charges. Considering the hydrogen atoms, there
are apparent differences observed among the average Born significant charges. Among the three
nanoheterostructures, the Born significant charges look alike with the exception of H9 with 0.091, about
one-half of the Born significant charges of its correspondents in PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ). In the
case of the carbon atoms, there exist substantial varieties among the average Born significant charges.
Taking PVK/C60(γ) into consideration, the significant discrepancy is seen in C4 with 0.017, but of
∗
course, values of all 𝑍𝑎𝑣
do have the same sign. On the contrary, there are differences in charge signs
for atoms C6 for all three nanoheterostructures. The nitrogen atom's position with its electron donoracceptor characteristics in the ring may be responsible for this occurrence. The Born effective charge is
a quantity that relates the dynamical properties of a system directly, more importantly, to the electronic
structure changes. As such, effects on the chemical environment considering neighboring chemical
bonds are likely to have an adverse effect on the charges. Inspection of Table 7 reveals that the nitrogen
atom has a smaller negative effective charge of -0.918 in PVK/C60(α) than that of -1.005 and -1.358,
respectively, in PVK/C60(β) and PVK/C60(γ). We attribute this to the different bonding effects in the
nanoheterostructures depending on stacking patterns. The various variations described among the Born
effective charges for the three nanoheterostructure interfaces highlight their different chemical
environmental effects based on stacking patterns.

4. Conclusions
Employing ab initio density functional methods, we explore the dynamical properties
of the three nanoheterostructure interfaces PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ) in this
work. Using linear response determination of the second-order change in the total energy
induced by atomic displacements, we compute the vibrational frequencies of the
nanoheterostructures by directly evaluating the dynamical matrix of the force constants. The
computed vibrational frequencies are assigned to the phonon modes exhibited by the
nanoheterostructure interfaces. Classiﬁcations of the phonon modes revealed that the higher
frequency modes are due to C-C stretching in the benzene ring, the vibration of C=C of
Nanosphere, CH2 stretching of PVK, and C-N stretching of PVK. Our calculated polarizability
and permittivity tensors for the nanoheterostructures in the current work agree well with
experimental values for conjugated polymers. The dynamical Born significant charges
calculated in this work have been reported and are comparable with experimental values.
Effective charges are more appropriate in studying the dynamical properties of our systems
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since they are dynamic systems. Peculiar differences are noticed in the computed dynamical
properties of the nanoheterostructures PVK/C60(α), PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ) studied.
These dynamical properties are relevant in enhancing the transport properties of the
nanoheterostructure interfaces. The permittivity and polarizability tensors of PVK/C60(α),
PVK/C60(β), and PVK/C60(γ) nanoheterostructures are found to be strongly anisotropic.
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